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Robert Bartle is a licensed attorney and currently the Director of Immigration 
Compliance at Aires, located in Pittsburgh, PA. 
In this role, Robert works with global corporations on implementing and managing 
their global and US immigration programs. 
Before coming to Aires, Robert worked at a leading global sports and 
entertainment agency in Washington, D.C., where he managed immigration 
services for well-known professional athletes and Olympians competing in 
international events. 

Robert received his Bachelor of Arts from the University of Michigan and his Juris 
Doctor from Duquesne University School of Law. He also possesses a Masters in 
Professional Studies from Georgetown University and the distinction of Global 
Mobility Specialist via the Worldwide ERC.

Connect with me at rbartle@gmail.com.  



About Aires.

Aires, founded in 1981, is a world-
class corporate relocation 
solutions firm that operates for 
both domestic and international 
clients. The global headquarters 
are located in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania (USA), with 
additional offices throughout the 
USA and in Hong Kong and the 
United Kingdom. For more 
information, please visit 
www.aires.com. 
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Agenda. 
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1. Important Elements in Immigration
2. Types of Immigration Documents
3. Business vs. Work
4. U.S. immigration topics

A. Common U.S. work visas
B. How do we track US visas?
C. Green Cards

5. Common threads between HR & Immigration
A. Form I-9
B. Interview/Recruitment Best Practices
C. Prevailing Wage

6. Current Trends
7. Immigration Compliance Risks
8. Global Considerations
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Important Elements in Immigration.

Important 
Elements

Citizenship

Start Date

Length of 
Assignment

Job 
Description 
& Job Title

Salary and 
Payroll 

Location

Family 
Details

Criminal 
History

Education 
level & 
Years of 

Experience

Age



Types of Immigration Documents.

Visitor Visa: Limited time. Work is not allowed.

Business Visitor Visa: Limited time. Non-productive activities.

Work Permit: Productive work. Compensation is allowed.

Residence Permit: Legally live in host country.

Permanent Visa: Work and live in host country indefinitely.
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Business vs. Work.
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• Business Activities

● Business meetings and 
consultations with clients and 
colleagues.

● Client presentations & 
Negotiations. 

● Attending conferences, 
symposiums, or trade shows.

● Getting training through 
“knowledge transfer sessions”

“Work”
● Activities for hire that could be 

performed by a local worker
● Providing hands-on technical 

assistance
● Installing machinery and systems
● Fixing bugs/troubleshooting
● Designing infrastructure 



Most Common Employment-Based Temporary US Visas.
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H-1B:
• Specialty occupation
• Lottery opens April 1st for 

first time applicants
• 6 year limit
• Dual intent
• Spouse may work once 

GC process begins

L-1A:
• Intracompany transferee
• Employed abroad for 1 

year
• Managerial role
• 7 year limit
• Dual intent
• Spouse may work

L-1B:
• Intracompany 

transferee
• Employed abroad for 1 

year
• Specialized knowledge 

role
• 5 year limit
• Dual intent
• Spouse may work

TN:
• NAFTA basis
• Canadian & Mexican 

nationals
• Limited job classifications
• No limit
• No dual intent
• Spouse may not work



Most Common Employment-Based Temporary US Visas (Cont.).
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EAD holders:
• Work permit issued to foreign nationals 

eligible for work authorization in the US. 

• Common examples:
• L-2 Spouse
• H-4 spouse
• F-1 Student on OPT
• I-485 applicants
• DACA recepients



How do we track US immigration?

1. I-94 record
2. Petition Expiration Date

1. H-1B – issued in three year increments for total of six years
2. L-1A – issued for seven years total in increments of three years initially and then a 

three year renewal followed by another three year renewal
3. L-1B – issued for five years total; in increments of three years initially and then a two 

year renewal
4. TN – issued in three year increments; can be renewed indefinitely but at discretion of 

authorities

3. Visa Stamp
4. EAD card (if applicable)
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Green Card steps.

PERM: EB-2 and EB-3 applicants; (approx. 120 days)

I-140: Immigrant Petition; (approx. 8-10 months or more)

I-485: Adjustment of Status (6-8 months or more)
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EB-1 (Green Card). 

Executives and Multinational managers
Direct Supervisors 
Functional managers

PERM not required

I-140 can be filed first and followed by I-485 OR if strong enough case the I-140 
and I-485 can be filed simultaneously
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EB-2 & EB-3 (PERM/Green Card).

1. Collect job information
2. Collect Employment Verification Letters
3. Determine Prevailing Wage 
4. Recruitment process
5. Apply for certification via Department of Labor 
6. I-140/I-485 (upon visa availability)
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Form I-9. 

• Form I-9 verifies the identity and work eligibility of all employees; administered by 
USCIS

• To be completed for each employee hired to perform labor or services in return 
for something of value

– Examples are money, meals, lodging and other benefits. 
– Does not include gifts.

• Unpaid interns are excluded

• Independent Contractors are excluded

• Reverification required after document expiration
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Interview/Recruitment Best Practices. 

• 8 U.S.C. § 1324b prohibits:

a)citizenship and national origin discrimination in hiring, firing, 
or recruitment or referral for a fee; 

b)unfair documentary practices during the employment 
eligibility verification (Form I-9/e-Verify); and 

c)retaliation or intimidation. 
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FAQs for Interviewing, Recruitment & Form I-9.

Can an employer specify which documents they will accept from a 
worker for Form I-9?
Can employers prevent an individual from working because of a 

document’s future expiration date?
Can an employer request a Social Security card for payroll purposes? 
Can an employer ask a candidate if they are authorized to work in the 

U.S.?
Can an employer ask a candidate if they will require suture sponsorship 

for employment?
Does an employer have a legal obligation to commence immigration 

sponsorship? 
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What is a Prevailing Wage (Green Card)?

Green Card PWD

Minimum wage that must be paid to green card holder

 The US Department of Labor will issue a formal ruling as to how 
much money is normally paid to people in jobs similar to that of 
the foreign national’s and in the same metropolitan area
Standard Occupational Code is selected, geographical location, 

and then wage levels are assigned

Can be contested
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Prevailing/Actual Wage (H-1B).

• To sponsor an employee for an H-1B, an employer must file a 
Labor condition Application (LCA) with the Department of 
Labor. 

• The LCA is akin to a sworn oath or declaration. 
• Among the information that it certifies:

– A written promise that foreign nationals will be paid 100% of 
the prevailing market wage for the position (or the 
employer’s actual wage, whichever is higher) and that the 
foreign national will receive the same benefits as U.S. 
workers
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Trends and Protectionist Restrictions.

• Elimination of H-4 EADs

• Discontinuing STEM OPT extensions

• Increased Site Audits

• Tougher Scrutiny on H-1Bs and L-1s

• Data sharing
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Immigration Compliance Risks.

Immigration 
laws 

mandate 
compliance

Monetary 
penalties to 

client

Monetary 
penalty to 
transferee

Slower start 
up for future 
transferees

Ban 
against 
client

Detainment 
or 

deportation

Negative 
press/publicity 

for client



Global Considerations.
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• Mexico
• Remuneration? 

• Dominican Republic
• Length of assignment?

• United Kingdom
• New hire?

• Saudi Arabia
• Wage Protection System

• China
• Enter as business visitor

• Australia
• Labor Market Testing



Questions?
Comments?
Thank you!Questions? Thank you!

Bobby Bartle, Director of Immigration Compliance at Aires
412-677-1839
bbartle@aires.com 
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